Claim Your DESK Key
The DESK Key is the nontransferable NFT that you'll need to redeem to unlock the DESK experience at Consensus.

Check your email for a unique link and instructions on how to import it to your mobile crypto wallet. (Subject line: Claim Your DESK NFT Today to Collect DESK at Consensus)

You can use any wallet that's compatible with Polygon, such as MetaMask or Coinbase Wallet.

Create an Account
Create an account on desk.coindesk.com to vote, learn about the marketplaces and quests, join the community, and get help.

Earn DESK
Check for QR codes to redeem DESK at various sessions on all the stages and DESK quests. Use your wallet's browser to use your DESK throughout the ecosystem.

Check out DESK events and experiences at Consensus:

Don't see the tokens in your wallet? Add DESK by clicking "Import tokens" and typing in this contract address:

0xecfb24be40f88d66bb7a14a4bc7f22bdf6841a93